2015 Mentors Program

Alexis Adam | Ben Hassett, Photographer

AJ Addario | Mike Smith, Artist

Yasaman Alipour | Maryam Ekhtiar, Associate Curator of Islamic Art, The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Karina Antigua | Bob Recine, Hair Artist

Michael Bailey-Gates | Charles Atlas, Artist

Danna Barak | Nancy Lieberman, Managing Director at Howard Greenberg Gallery

Jake Begin | Michelle Kuo, Editor in Chief, Artforum

Theodore Bochanis | Glenn O’Brien, Writer, Creative Director

Alon Borten | Vince Aletti, Photography Critic

Bailee Boyko | Alix Browne, Features Director, W Magazine

Hanna Bradbury | Daniel Estabrook, Photographer

Alec Charlip | Jeanne Greenberg, Founder, Salon 94

Claire Christerson | Kalup Donte Linzy, Video and Performance Artist

Raymond Colon | Stefan Ruiz, Photographer

Jaclyn Corrado | Nadia Vellam, Photography Director, T Magazine

Dana Davenport | Deborah Willis, Curator and Photographic Historian

Taleen Dersdepanian Lopez-Tolsa | Jimmy Moffat, Founder, Art and Commerce

Jessica Donnellan | Tina Barney, Photographer

Samantha Dove | Carrie Levy, Photographer

Danielle Faulkner | Amanda Hunt, Assistant Curator, The Studio Museum, Harlem

Elizabeth Fennelly | James J. Williams III, Chief of Staff, Nanotronics Imaging

Johanna Galvis | A.L. Steiner, Multimedia Artist

Manuela Garcia | Lesley Martin, Book Editor, Aperture

Melissa Gaudet | Jennifer Blessing, Senior Curator, Photography, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum

Keren Greenberg | Christopher Lew, Associate Curator, Whitney Museum of American Art

Mary Ann Guglietta | Simen Johan, Photographer

Delores Harshaw | Leslie Simitch, Executive Vice President Trunk Archive

Anna Hickey | Amy Yenkin, Director, Open Society Documentary Photography Project
Ruben Henriquez | Clinton Cargill, Director of Photography at Bloomberg Businessweek

Mars Hobrecker | Zachary Drucker, Artist

Logan Jackson | Kathy Ryan, Director of Photography, The New York Times

Leah James | Zackary Drucker, Artist

Carlos Jaramillo | Christian Patterson, Photographer

Grace Jeon | Ellen Carey, Photographer

Zach Krall | Yossi Milo, Founder and Director, Yossi Milo Gallery

Francesca Lafferty | Tim Barber, Photographer

Emily Larsen | Peter MacGill, Pace/MacGill Gallery

Kenneth Lavey | Tim Davis, Photographer

Jungyun Lee | Eric Wilson, Fashion News Director for INSTYLE

Emily Long | Gary Schneider, Photographer

Daniel Lopera | Nico Muhly, Composer

Shaun Lucas | Philip Gefter, Photography Critic

Gabrielle Meit | Jill Greenberg, Photographer

Daniela Mekler | Taryn Simon, Photographer

Emma Milligan | Julie Saul, Director, Julie Saul Gallery

Maria Nikolis | Paul Moakley, Deputy Director of Photography and Visual Enterprise, TIME

Kaitlynn Nissen | Matthew Leifheit, Photo Editor, Vice

TRUE O’Neill | Rick Woodward, Arts Critic

Erica Ochsenreither | Catherine Morris, Sackler Family Curator Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for Feminist Art, Brooklyn Museum

Luis Padilla | David Sebbah, Creative Director, Spring Studios

Chloe Park | Sally Gall, Photographer

Andres Pelaez | Julie Gilhart, Fashion Consultant

Fernando Pereira Gomes | Lucy Gallun, Assistant Curator, Department of Photography, The Museum of Modern Art, New York

Ebba Pero | Lucas Blalock, Photographer

Britta Rankl | Anthony Goicolea, Photographer

Tina Rivosecchi | Cory Jacobs, Curator of the Gallery at Hermès

Samantha San Roman | Jessica Dimmock, Photographer, Filmmaker

Jae Eun Seok | Caroline Wolff, Photography Director, W Magazine

Jacob Sigl | Jack Pierson, Artist
Cassandra Srager | Gerald Slota, Photographer

| Michael Foley, Founder Foley Gallery

Derek Stearns | W.M. Hunt, Strategist

Latham Sullivan | Tim Griffin, Director and Chief Curator of the Kitchen

Elise Swain | Nicholas Lemann, Joseph Pulitzer II and Edith Pulitzer Moore Professor of Journalism; Dean Emeritus, Contributor to *The New Yorker*

Keyana Tahmaseb | Janet Borden, President, Janet Borden Inc.

Jordan Taormina | Jordan Schaps, Corporate Photography Director

Melissa Taub | Kelly Taxter, Assistant Curator, Jewish Museum

Sara Teevan | Nancy Bowen, Sculptor

Samantha Thomas | Amy Taubin, Film Critic

India Treat | Elinor Carucci, Photographer

Xizi Wang | Elizabeth Biondi, Independent Curator

Will Warasila | Geordie Wood, Photographer

Joshua Wilson | Adam Bartos, Photographer

Andrew Wheeler | Bill Powers, Gallerist

Hunter White | Stacey Clarkson, Art Director, *Harper’s Magazine*

Sora Woo | Marcel Saba, Owner and Director of Redux Pictures

Yitian Yan | Fia Backstrom, Artist

Jennifer Zambrano | Marco Breuer, Photographer

Zhe Zhu | Jennifer Pastore, Director of Photography, *WSJ Magazine*